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Captain Robbie Grant has always had a way with the lasses, but his warriorâ€™s heart is too

married to the battlefield to seek out a wife. Then Robbie saves a mysterious beauty from a Norse

attacker. He knows little about Caralyn Crauford beyond that she has a damaged past and two wee

daughters, but he volunteers to bring her and the lasses to a priory where they will be safe from the

oncoming battle. The last thing he expects is for Caralyn to give him a night of unrestrained passion

and then disappear. But when she does, he is determined to find her.After spending years under the

thumb of men who cared only about her comeliness, Caralyn no longer knows who she is or why

she matters. The only thing she cares about is the welfare of her daughters. But when Captain

Robbie Grant enters her life, she dares to want something more. At first sheâ€™s just grateful to the

handsome Highlander, but his noble nature and kind heart endear her to him. The night they spend

together only confuses her more, but Caralyn has no time to sort through her feelings because her

past rears its ugly head and threatens to ruin her. Robbie will stop at nothing to rescue Caralyn and

her lasses and bring them to the safety of the Highlands, but will Caralyn be able to heal the wounds

of her past enough to let herself be loved?
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Scottish

I love all of Keira Montclair's books, and her Clan Grant series have each been very interesting,

colorful, descriptive, and deal with issues that both women and men have always had to face, and

still do. She also shows the dilemmas the characters face within themselves, and how they work

them out.I do take issue with ankther reviewer for two reasons. First, this reviewer tells the whole

story. Why does anybody do this? The whole point is to read the book for yourself, not tell the story.

The writer tells her/his synopsis of their book, so reviewing it by telling your version does no one any

good, and I wish people would stop doing "spoilers". Second, I totally disagree with this review

about it being dark? Who is kidding now? There is nothing dark in this book at all, especially if

anyone has read book 1 of Outlander, near the end. Whew, now that is dark!Keira writes beautiful

love stories, full of compassion, nice sexy scenes that aren't over the top, and resolves the issues

presented in the plot, yet always leaves characters open ended for the next book to follow and keep

up with the Clan Grant family. Reading her books keeps us updated in their goings on. And she also

uses real historical data, like the Battle of Largs, to make the reading exciting and cohesive.I loved

this book and feel anyone who enjoys good, strong men who know how to treat women, and also

have patience to bring those women who have been abused around to being trusting and happy

despite their past, will enjoy this next installment of the Clan Grant family.

five starsI loved this story. The story is not your typical virgin meets highlander love story. This is a

story of a man truly loving a woman with a past. Mature and engaging.A must read and I just can't

wait for Keira's next book. I can never put her books down!Sally Mc

The Journey to the Highlands is a wonderful read - fast paced, dealing with real issues including

abductions, white slavery, batterers, and the refreshing breath of kindness from Highlanders!

Robbie is enchanted by Caralyn's, a woman badly abused by the men in her life. Caralyn does

whatever necessary to protect her daughters, losing herself in the process! This is a DO READ!!AJ

R

I have enjoyed all of the Clan series. I read all seven novels. Keira writes very well and her subjects

are interesting. Some things are easy to guess since it is about all of one family, then the addition of

another two clans I believe through intermarriage. It it nice to see them interact and visit each other,



lol. Some surprises are in store for the reader, for instance in the last book I didn't know who the

savior was. Although I should have known, after reading all of them. I think it is due to the time I

read, usually early morning, after one am.I would have said the author's writing was great but there

are a few errors, although I realize it could be from whomever types the manuscript. The books

have kept my interest and I have read them in order one after the other. I will read her next series

once it is complete. I thank the author for the enjoyment of reading her books, there are some

violent scenes as I said before but it is war. The violence against some of the women is disturbing,

but I do imagine it happened a lot and still does. Millie Hallstrom

I absolutely love this book from beginning to end. Keira Montclair knows how to write!! I cried half a

dozen times and laughed twice that amount .Yes this book is a romance but it so so much more .It's

a story about the love of a mother that will do anything to keep her children safe. A mother that not

only finds love but needs to accept that she is worthy of that love . It is about a one that is torn down

and builds her self back up so she can love herself . This definitely a must read !!!!!!

I took a chance in reading this story because it was set in the 13th century. I usually read stories set

in 18th -19th -20th -21st century. But the story drew me in. I felt the heroine life story. If you enjoy

strong women and even strong men that show their tender side, then get this book and enjoy. I've

read all six stories. Thank you, Ms. Montclair for writing this story and the rest in the series.

I love your books. This one amazing as the others, a bit more sexual. I love how caddie has grown

so much her and Alex my favorite couple. Love how the family is always there for one another

amazing. Robbie and caralyn beautiful her daughter's I love how Gracie had a connection from the

beginning with Robbie. And ashlyn so young but had to be strong for her sister. There is always a

message in Keira writings this one was the value of your own self worth.

Warm heart story telling worth the read. A true highlander novel with the manly hero saving the

damsel in distress. New highland author for me and Ms. Montclair is a Goodreads for the highlander

enthusiast.
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